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ABSTRACT

A technique for the acceleration of thin plates to high velocities by

exploding foils has been developed. These plates, primarily Mylar and

Lucite with areal dimensions up to 3 inches x 3 inches and thicknesses from

a few m~ils to a quart¶r of an inch, are used to produce a high-impulse,

short-time loading o~f materials for the purpose of material dynamics at

high pressures. Velocitis up to 5 x 105 cnl/sec have been achieved. A

brief description of equipment including the capacitor system, cameras,

backlighting, etc. , is given. A detailed description of the construction of

the transducers and the characteristics of different types of transducers

including such items as efficiency of energy transfer, velocities obtainable,

and matching of transducer to the capacitor system is given. Methods of

velocity determination are described and photographs of these high velocity

plates from high-speed cameras are shown.
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1. INTRODUCTION,

The Air Force has a requirement to determine the response of various

materials and structures to intense external loads of short duration. Prima-

rily, failures uf material under these types of loadings are those of spallation,

internal fracture (cracking, delamination, etc. ), chemical changes, and struc-

tural deformation. Shock loading of materials by use of high-explosive, plane-

wave generators in direct contact with a medium have been used in the past to
12Z

produce shock waves of high pressures. These techniques were developed

primarily to aid in the determination of the dynamic equation of state of

materials under these high-pressure conditions. More recently, higher pres-

sures have been obtained by impacting plates which were accelerated by high-
345

explosive plane-wave generators. These higher pressures resulted from

the increase in the rate o! transfer of momentum into the target material.

These techniques in general require rather special facilities and are lengthy
6

in their preparation. Efforts have been made by Lundergan to use techniques

better adapted to more conventional laboratory procedures. He has produced

high-pressure, short-duration shocks by impacting a plate driven by a high-

pressure air gun, with excellent results. However, most of these techniques

require considerable time to develop and in general could not accelerate plates

thin enough to be of interest in the present program.

The needs of the Air Force were to determine the dynamics of the above-

mentioned types of failure as a function of width and shape of the shock wave

and the peak pressure in the shock wave. Therefore, laboratory development

of a technique to study this problem was started early in 1959. The techniques

have varied along a range of pulse parameters which are produced by the im-

pacting of an exploding foil-driven plate; the thickness of the plate determines

the pulse duration, the velocity of the plate determines the peak pressure, and

the materials and environments somewhat determine the shape of the pulse.

For flyer plates and targets of similar materials, theoretically a square wave

is generated in the target. The thin plates are accelerated to high velocities

by first producing a very high pressure metallic vapor by rapid Joule heating

of an aluminum foil. This high pressure gas then accelerates the flyer plate

to a high velocity. The vaporization of the foil is produced by discharging a

moderate energy capacitor system through the foil in a very short time.

I
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In general it requires several shots to get one data point for a particular

flyer and target thickness, and because the requirement was rather urgent,

the technique of using exploding foil-driven plates was well adapted, since as

many as 15 to 20 shots could be performed in an B-hour day.

When a shock wave produced by the Impacting plates reaches an interface

such as the back surface of a material, a tension wave reflects back into the

material. It interacts with the remainder of the incident compression wave and

the resultant stress is the sum of both the compression and tension stresses.

This net tension increases with time by this process. When it then becomes

greater than some critical value for the particular material, failure occurs.

On rear surfaces this causes spallation of high speed particles.

This particular series of experiments dealt with determining the response

of the material as a function of peak pressure, pulse width and shape, and other

conditions such as vacuum or high temperature environments. A typical curve

obtained from these experiments is shown in figure I.

Since this report is concerned primarily with exploding wire and foil

phenomena, the discussion is limited to the details of this technin-ue.

2. EQUIPMENT

The capacitor storage system consists of four 0. 1r microfarad Axel capac-

itors arranged geometrically in a square and connected electrically in parallel

as shown in figure 2. The outside of the capacitor bank is ground, the high-

voltage plate being in the interior of the bank; the bank is filled with high-grade

transformer oil to allow closer spacing between high voltage parts without

electrical breakdown. The metal parts of the bank are made of aluminum.

The experimental area is located on the top of the bank in the center. It

is possible to evacuate the air from the explosion area if one desires to do work

in a vacuum or some other atmosphere.

The capacitors are charged through a 3-megohrn resistor by a commercial

power supply. The charging current is normally about 3.5 milliamps. The

capacitors can be charged to 125,000 volts with a total energy storage capa-

bility of approximately 16, 000 joules. The total capacitance is 2 microfarads,

and the inductance of the system is approximately 127 millimicrohenrys. This

arrangement gives a ringing frequency with a dead short as a load of about 1/3

2
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megacycle. This implies a time-to-peak current of 3/4 microsecond.

The system is fired by triggering a three-electrode pressurized spark gap

switch by a thyratron circuit through a pulse transformer to give a 45-KV

triggering pulse. The gap is pressurized with water-pumped nitrogen gas from

atmospheric to 60 psi to allow the bank to be fired at different voltages with

reliable triggering. The spark-gap switch, as shown in figure 3, has two semi-

spherical electrodes each with a radius of 1 inch. These electrodes are separated

with a fixed spacing from 1/4 inch to 1 inch apart. The electrodes are made of

stainless steel with tungsten inserts on the tips. The housing is elipsoid in

shape with a maximum outside diameter of 5 Z/3 and is made from a single

piece of nylon. The triggering electrode is a 1/16-inch-diameter tungsten rod

with a 3/16-inch-diameter teflon insulating sleeve. It is placed in the center

of the lower main electrode, which is at some high negative potential, with the

tip even with the surface of the main electrode. At voltages below 50 KV the

switch fires reliably for several hundred shots; however, at repeated firings

of 90 to 100 1KV thu switch needs to bu cleaned about every 10 shots. The switch

fires within a fraction of a microsecond and has a jitter of about 1/4 of a micro-

second.

3. DISCUSSION.

The critical portion of this pressure impulse technique is the transducer

that is used. Several types of transducers have been developed which will

accelerate thin plates to high velocities. For acclerating thin plates, on the

order of 3 mils to 10 mils of Mylar, a load kno-wn as a type G transducer is

used; this is shown in figure 4 and is made up as follows:

A block of Lucite 3 inches square with a 4-rnil-deep by 2-inch-wide groove

through the middle is used as a backup block. Five-rail-thick copper electrodes

are then glued to the block with Eastman 910 adhesive. Then an aluminum foil

is placed across the electrodes. A thin coat of conducting silver is used

between the foil and the electrodes. The foil is in no other way bonded to the

Lucite, since other bonding causes nonuniform foil vaporization. Over this

entire block is placed a sheet of Mylar which is glued to the assembly. In this

way the foil is completely encapsulated, such that a high temperature is created

in this restricted volume, thus increasing the pressures behind the flyer. Then

a top piece of Lucite with a hole in the center corresponding to the desired

3
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dimensions of the flyer is glued to the Mylar. This top piece has both gas ports

and viewing slots. The object of the ports is to help direct the gas flow in such

a direction as not to obscure the viewing of the plate during flight. T'he viewing

slots are used to see the Mylar plate with the camera very soon after it breaks

out of the load. If the slots are not present, the luminous vapor causes the

whole side of the Lucite block to light up, and the plate cannot be seen until

after it clears the top of the Lucite load.

For firing, the completed load is placed between the electrodes of the bank,

and the copper electrodes of the load are firmly clamped to the bank electrodes.

When the bank discharges and the foil vaporizes, the high-pressure aluminum

vapor tears out a piece of Mylar the exact size of the hole in the upper block

and accelerates it to a high velocity.

For accelerating 15-mil to 125-mil-thick flyers of Lucite, polyethylene,

and aluminum, etc. , a different type of load is used-a type H transducer,

shown in figure 4. A similar block, electrodes, and foil are used as before;

then a solid block of approximately l/8-inch-thick Lucite is glued over the

assembly. The 1-1/2-inch by 1-1/2-inch Lucite flyer is then placed on the

top of thu load. A vrery thin film of mineral oil is used between the flyer and

the load for better shock impedance matching. When the capacitor bank is

discharged through the load, the foil vaporiý-es and sends a shock wav- through

the Lucite block and into the flyer. Enough momentum is trapped in the flyer

to cause it to accelerate to a velocity which is much higher than the velocity

of the total assembly, which breaks up at late times.

The transducers just described are the. two general types normally used;

however, certain parameters in the fabrication of these loads must be varied

to obtain a large span in the possible velocities for each type of flyer. To

achieve high velocities with either type of transducer it is important that the

capacitor bank be discharged as efficiently as possible into the foil. The

efficiency of discharge for our purposes is dependent on the voltage on the bank,

the discharge time, and the thickness of the foil in the transducer.

It has been experimentally determined that there is a particular thickness

foil which gives the best efficiency at particular voltages for each type of load.

In general, the higher the voltage, the thicker the foil must be to obtain good

efficiencies. The foils used vary between 0. 17 mil to 1 mil in thickness. The

4
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effect of foil thickness on flyer velocity can be seen in fi.gure 5. The curves

will fall off on the high end because a limiting vapor phase pressure is reached

for a certain mass of foil. The discharge time is important since it is desired

to obtain an essentially instantaneous high pressure vapor behind the Mylar

before it has time to break out and leave the transducer. With the Lucite

flyers, a very steep-fronted narrow-width shock is desired in order to trap as

much momentum as possible in the flyer.

For our capacitor bank a single discharge pulse is approximately 1.5 micro-

seconds in duration. Thus one does not experience a "dark pause" as one would

with a slower and lower voltage system. At most we see a slight discontinuity

in the current trace. To complete the velocity span of interest, one is interested

in obtaining lower velocities with the same type of flyers. This cannot be done

entirely by merely firing the system at a lower voltage-and hence a lower

energy.-since the foils do not vaporize as uniformly and the Mylar does not

"break out" as cleanly at very low voltages. Hence, lower velocities are not

in general obtained by lowering the efficiency of energy discharged into the foil,

but rather by lowering of the efficiency of energy transfer between the high

pressure vapor and the flyer. With Mylar loads this is achieved by decreasing

the thickness of the backup block, even to the point of using another sheet of

Mylar as a backup block. Thus when the load is fired, a high pressure is

developed and both sides of the load "break out," relieving the high pressure

almost immediately, and a low flyer velocity is obtained with a clean "break

out. "

For the Lucite-type transducers a slightly different technique is used to

lower the energy transfr r efficiency. In this type of load one merely increases

the thickness of the top piece of Lucite on the load. Normally blocks of between

1/8- and 1/2-inch thicknesses are used. This thickness increases the distance

the shock has to travel before reaching the flyer and thus degrades the shock

such that a smaller amount of momentum is transferred to the flyer. The effect

of this on flyer velocity can be noted in figure 6. Graphs of flyer velocity versus

bank voltage for different flyer thicknesses and different flyer dimensions can

be seen in figures ?, 8, and 9.

Thus by varying the voltage on the bank and by changing parameters in the

transducer as exhibited by the graphs, one is able to achieve any velocity within

a reasonable velocity spread.

5
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Typical flyers, their dimensions and masses, and approximate velocity

range and efficiencies, can be noted in the table in figure 10.

Several different types of transducers have been designed for particular

applications, some of which are shown in figure 11. Flyers of metal and

plastics up to three inches square have been successfully accelerated.

A continuing effort is being made to fabricate differently designed trans-

ducers to obtain higher flyer velocities and more uniform impact planarity.

It is believed that velocities up to twice those which are now being obtained

should be fairly easy to obtain. Nw ideas are constantly being tried.

4. DIAGNOSTICS,

Both electrical and optical diagnostic e-quipment is used on each experiment.

A 100-KV electrostatic voltmeter is used to measure the initial voltage to which

the capacitors are charged, and therefore the total stored energy can be caicu-

lated. All other el-ctrical diagnostic signals are run through styroflex cables

to oscilloscopes located in an electrically and magnetically shielded room. Such

parameters as di/dt, current, voltage, delays, timing hignals, and light output

can be monitored. Becaus:e of the fast rise times, high currents, and high

voltages involved, the, accuracy of currtent and voltage measurements is poor.

However, the waveiform of tht. di/dt trace gives a good indication of whether

the load was matche.d to the conditions on the bank and whether an efficient dis-

charge was obtained. For a high efficiency discharge, the di/dt trace shows a

single complete cycle, corresponding to single current pulse. For a slightly

lower efficiency discharge, one notes several cycles on the di/dt trace. For a

poor efficiency discharge, one notes a long time oscillatory trace. Since the

flyer plate starts moving in a fetw microseconds, any energy into the foil vapor

at tater times does not contribute to the acceleration of the plate.

A Beckman and Whitley Model 189 framing camera is used to photograph the

flying plate during flight. This high-speed framing camera is capable of taking

25 frames at framing rates as high as 4 million frames per second. Normally

a framing rate between 50,000 and 2,000,000 frarmnes per second is used. For

the Mylar-type transducers, the luminous vapor produces enough light to

illuminate the flying plate for proper film exposure. For the Lucite-type trans-

ducers, an external backlight unit must be used to illuminate the flying Lucite

plate. The backlight used is a xenon flash lamp with a cylindrical lens of

6
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plexiglass rod, triggered by the firing circuit. This gives a backlight of

approximately 150 microseconds duration.

A Beckman and Whitley Dynafax camera is used to photograph the target

after impact. This camera is capable of taking 224 frames at framing rates

up to 26,000 frames per second. A Beckman and Whitley strobe unit is used

to provide backlighting for this camera.

For safety reasons the bank is operated from a control room adjacent to

the system. All controls, both those for the capacitor band and those for the

cameras, are controlled from this control room.

If this technique of flying plates is to he of maximum usefulness, one must

be able to accurately determine the impulse imparted by the flying plate to a

target material. This can be accomplished if the mass, area, and velocity

of the flyer before impact are known.

For Mylar, the mass is determined by measuring the dimensions of the

flyer and by calculating its mass, knowing its density. For the Lucite, the

flyers are accurately measured and weighed.

The velocity of the flyers is determined from high-speed photographs of the

flyer on each shot. Examples of these are shown in figures 12 and 13.

Making an accurate determination of the velocity on each shot is very im-

portant in most experiments, since that parameter is normally the one that has

the most effect on the finai result of the experiment. Al'tschuler's4 technique
for the determination of the equation of state by measuring the flyer plate

velocity and the free surface velocity only, requires an accurate measure of

the flyer velocity.

Ordinarily 20 frames of film are obtained during the time of flight of the

flyer on the high-speed camera. The 35 mm negative film is read on a

Richardson film reader to determine the difference in movement of the flyer

between frames. These differences are obtained by measuring the distance

between the frame edge and the object on each frame and subtracting the

measurements between consecutive frames. However, because of the rotating

mirror in the high-speed camera, the field of view and the total frame size
7

change with each frame on the camera. Thus, to obtain the correct movement

between frames of the flyer, correction factors must be added to the

7
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measurements that are obtained directly from the film to account for this field

shift and change in frame size. The measurements from the film are fed into

a computer along with magnification factors, frame edge corrections, and the

framing rate. The corrected points are fitted to a straight line by a least

squares fit by the computer. A straight line fit is used, since from many tests

it is known that the flyer undergoes an unmeasurable acceleration or deceler-

ation during the time the flyer is being photographed just before impact.

Obvious errors in the film reading can easily be detected from the data and are

rejected. The remaining data are rerun to obtain a corrected velocity. Three

independent velocity determinations are made at different positions over the

flyer length. The final corrected and averaged velocity is fed into the computer,

and momentumn, kinetic energy, errors, and other parameters of interest are

printed out as shown in figure 14.

A similar technique is used to obtain the velocity of the target after impact.

The film from the Dynafax camera is read for target displacement between

frames and a velocity is computed using known magnification factors and the

camera framing rate. The photographs taken on the Dynafax are also useful

in determining that the damage is due to the flyer alone and is not caused by

some other effect such as the target hitting an obstruction or the rest of the

transducer hitting at a later time. In the opinion of the authors, determination

of the velocity of the flyer during Each shot is an absolute necessity. The photo-

graphic techniques developed for this purpose are ideally suited to this require-

ment, primarily because these techniques constitute a passive measurement

which does not interfere with the experiment.

It also gives one information on other parameters of the experiment such

as the physical condition of the flyer before impact and how plane the flyer

impacts.

Other techniques, such as pins, were also used in conjunction with photo-

graphing to check the velocity measurement. The measurements agree quite

well if one corrects the pin measurements for any tilting of the flyer caused by

the pins. A velocity measurement is needed on each shot also since there are

many parameters besides stored energy on the capacitors which cause a change

in the velocity. In other words, for a given voltage on the bank, the velocity of

the flyer is not constant. A poor efficiency discharge into the foil, or an arc-

over from the electrodes to a metallic sample will result in a much lower

8,
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velocity than would be expected. In vacuum one does not get as high a velocity

because at some time during the vaporization process the foil vapor resistance is

higher than an air path between electrodes, and therefore some portion of the

energy is dissipated in an arc rather than usefully in heating the foil. Or,

tighter electrical connection may result in increased current into the load and

a higher velocity will result. The scatter of velocities for a particular set of

conditions exceeds the experimental limits of our velocity determinations.

Therefore, these velocity changes can only be taken into account if a velocity

measurement is made on each shot.

As previously mentioned, photographs of the flyer enable one to measure

the planarity of impact and to determine the condition of the flyer before impact.

If Lucite flyers are used in the same type or in similar type of load configura-

tions as Mylar, one finds that in general the Lucite breaks up into many pieces

before impact or tilts very badly. Thus by taking photographs one is able to

discount those shots and thereby increase the reliability and accuracy of the

total experiment.

The only disadvantage to these photographic techniques is that one must

allow the plate to travel through some distance such that an accurate velocity

measurement can be made. In this experiment these distances are from 1/4 to

3/4 inch. This much travel through atmospheric air can cause a precursor air

shock which produces a small shock in the material which is usually overridden

by the much stronger shock wave from the flyer impact. This occurs even for

negligible flyer travel in atmospheric air; however, these much weaker air

shocks can be corrected for in machine codes of the shock hydrodynamics; and

can be eliminated completely by using a hard vacuum as the environment.

Figure 15 shows a series of photographs of a type G Mylar assembly exploded

toward the camera to exhibit the uniform vaporization of the aluminum foil.

Figures 16 and 17 exhibit the various types of damage caused by these high-

pressure, short-duration shock waves. Figure 15 shows the entirely different

types of damage that occur between long and very short impulsive loadings. A

piece of 1/4-inch-thick lead plate was impacted with a type H load using a i/8-

inch-thick Lucite flyer. The flyer produced a loading time of approximately 2

microseconds. The effect of this impulse was primarily structural deformation.

On another 1/4-inch-thick lead sample an 8-mil Mylar flyer in a type G load

was impacted. The effect now was spallation caused by the higher peak pressure
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in the shock wave. This flyer produced a loading time of about 0.2 mrricrosecond.

Both impacts were at approximately the same impulse, causing two entirely

different types of failure. In figure 16 other types of damage on a wide variety

of materials are illustrated.

This technique has many applications, and in slightly different form is being

used with good results at other laboratories such as Boeing Aircraft Company

and in recently started work at the Naval Research Laboratories.

With slight modifications, many types of experiments involving shock hydro-

dynamics can be conducted. For instance, foils exploded directly on the sur-

face of materials can also produce high intensity shock waves. But not enough

is known of the incident pulse produced in the material primarily because of

poor electrical measurements of high-voltage, fast-discharging systems. How-

ever, those techniques are quite useful in equation of state measurements as

plane wave generators where the shock velocity and the particle velocity are

measured by means of a free surface measurement determination.

The authors feel that this and similar techniques of producing plane waves

of short duration will come into even greater use in the future in other experi-

mental laboratories. The plate slapping technique has provided technical per-

sonnel of the United Statcs Air Force with an improved understanding of

material dynamics in the realm of very short impulsive loadings and is aiding

in the development of new materials which will withstand high-pressure, short-

duration shock waves.

10
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MEASURED AT SPECIFIC IMPULSES
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Figure 1. Variation of damage thresholds as a function of
plate thickness. An actual graph of an experi-

mental determination of the impulse required
to produce damage at different pulse widths
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Figure 3. T hrFe. electrode trigge.red spark gap. Illustrated here
are the main elements of the, switch used on the 16,000
joule capacitor syste-m. The triggering electrode is
concentrically mounted in the lower electrode which is
charged to a high negativ, potential.
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Vigurc 1] Various transducers. Exhibited here are transducers for
various applications, Fromn left to right and top to bottom:
Type( A I-"x" Mylar; Typ, B 1''xZ" Mylar for evacuating area
b.twe.en flyer and targeit; Type, C l'!xZ" Mylar with slantted gas
ports on long side; Type 1 I"xZ': NIylar with gas ports on all

sides; Type, F ' xZ Mylar ,,ith vie-wing slots; Type Y- I'xZ'
Mylar flye'r with separate.d 1 *' l inch aluminum transfer block;
"lType G I "X"' Mylar with gas baffles on short stices and view-
ing slots; Typre I I ''xZ" thick l.ucit, flyer with shock block;
"Typ( I 2:'x2"' Lucitv break out block; Type J 2"xZ'" milled
lucite break out flyer; Type 1K t"'xZ" iucite flyer on top of

2"xZ" Mylar flyer; Type, A Z-x2" M.ylar flyer with Mylar
backup block; Type (I 3"x3" Mylar flyer; Type G ."x2," Mylar
flyer; T"ype HI 2-x'" icite, flyer; Typie G "W"xZ" Mylar flver
in a 4"x4" assembly.
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STILL 7 14 2 1

22
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30 70
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Figure 12. Framing camera photographs of type G Mylar flyers.
These pictures taken on a Model 189 framing camera are
of the type used to determine the velocity of thin Miylar
flyers. in these photographs no backlight is used as the
luminous intnrface between the Mylar and hot accelerating
gases is sufficient to give proper film exposure.
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STILL 7 14 21
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6 13 20

Figur(e 13. Frarning cametra pihotographs of type 11 1.ucitt flivers.
"Ihese- pictures taken on a Model 189 framint, camera
are of the type used to determine the vtlocity of thin

I tuci-te flyers. in these photographs, ust, is madte of a
Xenon .lash tube and plexiglass cylindrical lenns as a

backli iht to outline the flyer in flig'ht. (OnT' should note
that the flyi.r hit., and then reloun(li frromi the targtet.
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PULSE POWER LABORATORY
-------------------------- O ....UT.DATA-----.--..

.MA.tE RIAL -C=DE .------- - -----_ _-

, HwT NUMBER BMD 37

------ LOALCD_-QPE ...... G - 5

.------ E L0Y_-. .R -0I ._ 0Y b 1. _ -0203 CENTIMETER --------

W,--R. AMA 1.... ... CM

.....FY ER- --M-A-- .----------------------- .3705-GGRAMS ------------

.RV T ... 38603 MM/MICROSEC __

_ iyFro vEI UCN"FPT. 0.12765 MM/MICROSEC

------ FLYER_ O.KENUK .----------- 5135Da83789 UY_&LX-_SF U -. --

------ FLYERIMULSE ---------------.. .. 3910.95 DYNE-SEC/SQ. CM__

W'Y R KIN FW- . InIH7 1011F -C,

---....VOLTAGL------------------------- 35 O KLQVQ.S

S.. .. .-_--,- --------- -- -C O D E D- - ...

TARGET THICKNESS 0.7610 CENTIMETER

------ T.ARGErT--AREA ------------------ 1,0.0SQ CM-..-

------ T-ARG.&T-MASS ----------------- 12-Za 19-9- .GRAM5....

TARGET VELOCITY u.0u823 MM/MICRObEC __

------- TARiLYVEL _ UNCERT ------------. 0.00085 _MM/MI CROS LC

------T1AR QELTJ4QkMEKTVL 10 05•4 Q._ 4o43 [MN E--SE.. ...

TARGET KIN EN. -4.14 JOULES

-AN....E. N.EIR - -Y - -25-0 JOULES

--- --. M~rLAENTUM RATIO -- - - - - - - - -0s511 - - - - - - - - - - -

EFFICIENCY 29.05 PERCENT

S. .. .REM A RK _S .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

Figure 14. Final computer print out. The final data sheet printed
out by the computer showing momentum, kinetic energy,
errors, and other parameters of interPst.
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sTILL 16 22

5 i 7 23

6 12 18 24

S-9 25

8 420

9 15 2:

Figure 1S. Face-on foil explosion. !n this series of photographs a type
G Mylar assembly Is exploded toward the camera to exhibit
the uniform vaporization of the aluminum foil. One should
note that the grid on the flyer stays in the same relative

position and shape indicating a high degree of planarity. At
later times gas can be seen expanding out the viewing slots
and gas ports. The flyer has traveled approximately 3/4
inch during this photographic sequence at a speed of approxi-
mately 2. 9 mm per microsecond-
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